Bathing system

PATRIOT

……………………………………….
Molded seat, large front door, unique
guiding system for easy transfer of the
hoist in and out of the tub and an optional
hot water tank for superfast and safe
filling.
The Patriot bathing system is now offered
with the Senta bathtub hoist, featuring
our unique guiding system for easy and
safe transfer.

ConfortMedic is a Canadian company offering complete hygiene care and transfer solutions for people with reduced mobility
www.confortmedic.ca

The Patriot is a highly efficient, safe and compact bathing or showering system.
The Patriot tub is designed for easy and efficient bathing or showering of patient with reduced mobility.
It offers a compact, secure and ergonomic environment free of water splash for the caregivers. The large
front door features a maintenance-free seal and ultra-safe locking mechanism avoiding any risk of
unwanted opening. The complete system requires very little space in the bathroom and allows the
patient to receive care in a comfortable and dignified way. It is possible to give a complete bath or
shower as needed. The tub also features a molded seat with ergonomic shape and a central opening to
allow easier care of the intimate parts.
The Patriot system is designed to be used with the Senta bathtub hoist and our unique guiding rail
system for easy and quick transfer in and out of the tub. To complete the system, an integrated water
reservoir with anti-scald protection allows complete and safe filling of the tub in just 90 seconds.

Standard features of the Patriot tub:
Rectangular tub shape with large front door, 3/4 in thermostatic mixer (TP balanced) and hand shower.
External dimensions (depth X width X height) of the tub only : 1350 x 760 x 990 mm
Maximum water capacity of the tub: 260 liters
2 years warranty (parts and labor) against any manufacturing defect

Additional features available to complete the Patriot bathing system:
Senta bathtub hoist with unique guiding rail system for easy and safe transfer in and out of the tub.
Digital scale on the Senta bathtub hoist (see the Senta complete brochure for all details).
Hot water reservoir (505 x 1105 x 1830 mm) with anti-scald protection, superfast 90 sec. fill time and
digital displays of water temperature (inside the tub and inside the water reservoir).
Disinfection hand shower with locked reservoir.
Soap and shampoo dispenser mounted on tub rim.
Warm air-jet system with multiple backflow preventers avoiding water circulation.
LED colored light therapy system

Being concerned by environment, ConfortMedic limits printed information. For more
details about this product or in order to obtain technical drawings, please visit our
internet site or contact us toll-free.
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